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Wood casegoods with a work ethic
In the past, wood casegoods have been easy to look at, but
not so easy to work with. All show, and not enough go. As
the workplace evolved and we expected more from our office
furnishings, conventional wood furniture stubbornly resisted
attempts to make it responsive or adaptable to dynamic
environments. Orlando is anything but conventional.
Thin profiles, curved lines and rich finishes create an aesthetic
statement that belies the real beauty of Orlando — an amazing
ability to adapt to your unique and changing work styles.
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It puts work in its place
There’s work. And there’s labor. Work is progress. Labor is effort.
The difference is accessibility. Orlando puts the right solutions in
the right places, with work-in-progress storage, pull-out drawers,
and mobile pedestal storage. A place for everything. Everything
in its place. That’s how work gets done.
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Wood: Natural Maple. Seating: System 58 Mid-Back, Safari Leather Black.

Orlando’s Project Drawers put
current tasks aside where you
can retrieve them quickly.

Project Shelves provide fast and
easy access to ongoing work.

It does much more with a little less
More technology. Less space. A lopsided equation destined
to fail in most office environments. Orlando squeezes the
most efficiency from any given space by accommodating
people and the technology we use equally well. Multiple
wire management options cleanly route power and data,
and wall plugs are always accessible. Defined personal work
space melds with collaborative areas; everybody’s happy.

It moves to meet your needs
Some of us like personal space. Some of us like shared space. Most
of us spend time in both, often in the same environment. Orlando rolls,
slides, locks and docks to adapt to almost any type of work format,
accommodating and integrating work space, document storage and
tools. Working alone? Fine. Working together? No problem.
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Orlando’s Wire Management Arc puts wires, cords and cables out of sight, but within reach.
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Wood: Natural Maple. Seating: (left to right) Composites™ slat back with arc arm, Robert Allen Roundhouse Asphalt with Natural on Maple finish. System 58 Mid-Back, Safari Leather Black.
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Wood: Natural Maple. Seating: System 58 Mid-Back, Safari Leather Black.

Tactics Tables

It feels like success, not excess
It’s a subtle difference, best expressed in the furnishings you choose.
Orlando matches that subtlety with warm, subdued wood tones and
clean, uncomplicated lines in a classical use of office space. It’s tasteful,
understated, smart. It feels right in a business that understands how to
make money, and how to use it.
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Wood: Amber Cherry. Seating: (left to right) Composites cross back with repose arm, Momentum Quadretti Beach with Amber Cherry finish. System 58 Mid-Back, Safari Leather Black.
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